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Editor note: As I write the editorial for this month’s intelligence report I am simply stunned at how
much has happened in the world in just one month. If you look at the following articles it is
unbelievably sobering at how much is going on in the world today.
At the top of the list is that Hamas and Hezbollah continue to accumulate weapons for a soon
coming war with Israel. Both terror groups continue to coordinate with terror sponsored countries
such as Iran and Syria and a major conflict here in Israel cannot be very far away.
Also, the peace process is dead and the Palestinians are planning on going to the UN to be
recognized as an independent state this September, which will make all hell break lose in the
region later this fall.
The American response as you will see in an article below was to recognize the Muslim
Brotherhood, which charter is to destroy the west as their official partner in the new middle east
region that is emerging. Hamas is an offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood.
You will also see several articles on Iran as they continue to acquire weapons of mass destruction
unabated and now it is reported that they already have enough plutonium for at least 4 nuclear
weapons.
They also are in the process of making a secret missile instillation plant in Venezuela, and
Mahmud Amidinajad and Hugo Chavez both are openly stating their combined plans to destroy
the USA. They have also test fired ballistic missiles that can hit Israel and also American targets
around the world.
Also, looming in the background is the United States debt problems and you will find in this issue
several good articles explaining everything from Moody’s and S & P threatening to lower
America’s triple A rating, to many articles coming out and stating the inevitable, that America is too
far now in debt to turn around this situation.
The Congressional Budget Office report, which came out this June 2011stated the following that
2011 – debt is 70% of GDP, 2023 debt will be 109% of GDP, 2035 Debt will be 190% of GDP
The numbers have risen 10% in less than a year and the USA debt crisis is on a collision course.
Once a country goes to debt ratio of more than 100% of your GDP you can never pay back the
loan. The numbers they are presenting are very fidgeted and many believe they are at 100% now.
Also, the G8 and world leaders have already decided to replace the dollar as the world’s reserve
currency and when that officially happens, which could be any time in the next year, your dollars
would be worth about 5c to 10c or less and there would also be hyper inflation.

On top of that it was announced recently that a drought in Africa is the worst in almost a century.
When you combine that with the severe weather that hit the USA, Russia and Australia this year
and destroyed many grain crops, you can see that there is a major food crisis coming very shortly
and it is vital for you to prepare NOW!
You will also find a link below from NASA being sent to their employees and their families highly
urging them to prepare for a disaster that can change the world and cut off energy and food
supplies.
I urge you to watch it. It is interesting as they do not mention what the disaster may be, just
simply that it is coming soon. With that said, there is also a link to nirbiru, which explains about
planetary activity that has been happening in our solar system that is causing disturbances in the
electromagnetic force around the earth.
Each time that the planetary shifts have gotten too close to earth it has caused the major
earthquake in Australia and also the earthquake and the Tsunami in Japan. It is expected that the
planetary shifts will be coming on September 28th, and also October 17th and October 25th, which
is supposed to be 6 times the strength of when it caused the earthquake of 9.1 and tsunami in
Japan earlier this year. They are saying 2012 will be unprecedented in our history for planetary
shift reaction and also solar flare activity from the sun.
Brethren, we are in such serious times, but scripture tells us when we see such things to look up
for our salvation is near. Although the things we are seeing clearly tell us we are getting close to
the end of this age, we should be overjoyed to know the Kingdom of Yahweh is just around the
corner.
May we be watchful and discerning in the days ahead. Please take these things to heart and
prepare. Prepare somewhat physically by storing some food and water, but most of all prepare
spiritually and come out of the world of Satan that is crumbling and draw closer to the Most High
Elohim, Yahweh. Those who overcome will be granted to be in His kingdom Rev 2:7.
B’Shem Yahshua,
Don

_____________________________________________
Hamas-Gaza's missile stock passes 10,000 - and going up
DEBKAfile Special Report May 31, 2011 GazaEgyptIsraelHamasmissile attacks

A 120mm mortar shell smuggled into Gaza
According to updates reaching debkafile's military sources, the number of missiles Hamas has managed to
stockpile in Gaza passed the 10,000 mark in early May – despite Israel's partial blockade of the Gaza Strip.
It is growing at the rate of some 30 new projectiles of many types smuggled in every two weeks. On April 9,
the Palestinian fundamentalists shot 133 rockets at seven Israeli cities before Israel granted a ceasefire in
lieu of an operation for smashing this arsenal.
What has changed since Hosni Mubarak's ouster in February is that the Muslim Brotherhood and its
offshoot Hamas have both gained traction in Egypt proper.

But Israel and its military continue to hold back from stemming the arms flow, now including anti-tank and
anti-air missiles, into the Gaza Strip, just as they never interfered with Hizballah's acquisition of thousands
of advanced rockets from Iran and Syria.
Before the current ceasefire, Hamas demonstrated in a single day, Saturday, April 9, that its improved
missiles could hit the fringes of Kiryat Gat 21 kilometers from Gaza and Rishon Lezion, double that
distance.
The country, all parts of which are covered by the two Hamas-Hizballah missile arsenals, was not informed
by the prime minister, Defense Minister Ehud Barak or Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Benny Gantz about the deal
which induced Hamas to hold its fire for now.
.
All in all, Hamas' prospects in Egypt are bright. The Muslim Brotherhood has every chance of rising to
power in the parliamentary and presidential elections taking place in three months. Israel has no guarantee
that the new rulers will honor the April 2011 commitments offered Israel by the provisional military rulers.
The only fly in Hamas's ointment is internal: Its unity accord with Fatah is stalled for now by a huge row
between Hamas-Gaza and Hamas-Damascus over who gives the orders. This dispute is also a function of
the Gaza faction's growing assertiveness under Cairo's protection and the Muslim Brotherhood's wing.
And if letting Hamas off the hook were not enough, Brinks vans continue to carry roughly $13 million in
cash from Israel into the Gaza Strip every month to avoid censure for starving the Gazan economy of cash,
even though the money besides lining the pockets of its rulers finances the smuggling tunnels through which
arms reach the enclave and which also provide them with a second source of profit.
Hamas is not just gaining momentum in Egypt but most of all in the Gaza Strip itself.
http://www.debka.com/article/20983/

Iran unveils underground missile silo, poises for US-Turkish attack on
Syria. Iron Dome for Haifa DEBKAfile Exclusive Report June 27, 2011,

Debkafile reports Tehran expected the Turkish army to have US air and naval support in case of Iranian
reprisals against them both. On Day One of the exercise, Iran unveiled its first underground missile silo
immune to air strikes. It held what looked like a Shahab-3 ballistic missile.
Israel has responded to Iran's military exercise and the spiraling regional tension by positioning one of its
new Iron Dome rocket interceptor batteries in the northern city of Haifa.
Last week, Iranian warships and submarines deployed in the Red Sea tracked the movements of two big US
aircraft carriers, the USS Enterprise and USS George H. W Bush, which crossed each other in the Bab elMandeb Strait on June 21 heading in opposite directions through this strategic chokepoint between the
Mediterranean Sea and Indian Ocean.
The USS Enterprise, the world's largest aircraft carrier, was on its way from the Persian Gulf to the
Mediterranean via the Red Sea and Suez Canal, while the USS George H.W. Bush, the US Navy's newest
carrier with the greatest fire power of any of its warships, left the Mediterranean and headed in the opposite
direction for the Persian Gulf with a crew of 9,000 and 70 fighter bombers.
On the same day, Iranian naval surveillance picked up the arrival of the Los Angeles-class USS Bremerton
nuclear-powered attack submarineoff Bahrain opposite Iran.

The Iranian exercise has two primary objectives:

1. To spread Iran's ballistic missiles to their maximum operational extent in support of Iran's signals to
Washington and Ankara in the past two weeks warning that an attack on Syria by a US-backed Turkish or
NATO force would spark Iranian missile reprisals against Turkish and US military targets on Turkish soil
and other parts of the Middle East.
2. Iran has fanned its fighting forces out across the country, with the densest concentrations on its Persian
Gulf and Arabian Sea coasts, ready to repel any American attack that might follow an Iranian missile assault
on US, Turkish or allied targets.
The ground-air-naval exercise is scheduled to last 10 days – unusually long for a military drill – so that Iran
stands ready for a decision in Washington and/or Ankara to attack Syria.
He did not need to spell out the facts that the Saijil-2 has a range of 2,000 kilometers and can reach any
point in the Middle East and further - up to the Black Sea region, for instance, where US air and naval units
are posted; or that the improved Fateh 110 has been supplied to Syria and Hizballah for use against Israel.
Iran would expect to be joined by both in any military flare-up.
http://www.debka.com/article/21067/Iran unveils underground missile silo, poises for US-Turkish attack on

Syria. Iron Dome for Haifa

Russian military test-fires new missile
MOSCOW (AP) — Russia's Defense Ministry says the navy has successfully test-fired an advanced
ballistic missile from a new-generation nuclear submarine.
Ministry spokesman Col. Igor Konashenkov says the Bulava missile was launched from under the water in
the White Sea that separates Russia from Scandinavia. He says its warheads reached the Kura testing range
on the Pacific Kamchatka Peninsula, some 5,500 kilometers (3,500 miles) away.
The Yuri Dolgoruky nuclear submarine is designed to carry the Bulava missiles that were hailed as a
cornerstone of Russia's updated nuclear arsenal.
http://news.yahoo.com/russian-military-test-fires-missile-134621765.html

28 June 2011, BBC News

Horn of Africa sees 'worst drought in 60 years'
Some parts of the Horn of Africa have been hit by the worst drought in 60 years, the UN says.
More than 10 million people are thought to be affected across the region.
The UN now classifies large areas of Somalia, Ethiopia, Djibouti and Kenya as a crisis or an emergency.
Charity Save the Children says drought and war in Somalia has led to unprecedented numbers fleeing across
the border into Kenya, with about 1,300 people arriving every day.
Three camps at Dadaab, just inside Kenya, are home to well over 350,000 people, but they were built to
hold just 90,000 and are severely overcrowded.
A prolonged failure of rains, which began in late 2010, is now taking its toll.

The UN's Office for the Co-Ordination of Humanitarian Affairs (Ocha) warns that the situation is
continuing to deteriorate, and the number of people in need will continue to increase.

The numbers now affected are huge, Ohca says: 3.2m in Ethiopia, 3.2m in Kenya, 2.6m in Somalia and
more than 100,000 in Djibouti.
Every month during 2011, about 15,000 Somalis have fled their country, arriving in Kenya and Ethiopia,
according to Ocha.
While conflict has been a fact of life for them for years, it is the drought that has brought them to breaking
point. Many have walked for days, are exhausted, in poor health, desperate for food and water.
Nearly one third of all children in the Juba region of Somalia are acutely malnourished, while in parts of
Ethiopia the figure is even higher, the UN research says. Parts of Uganda are also suffering from the
drought.

Hassain, Ali and Sareye are among the 390,000 Somalis to
seek refuge in Kenya
The UN refugee agency is dealing with the exodus.
A new refugee camp primarily for Somalis was opened at Kobe in Ethiopia last Friday, near an existing
camp at Melkadida.
The UNHCR says this is the sixth camp for Somalis in Ethiopia, which is currently housing some 130,000
displaced people.
Food prices have risen substantially across the region, pushing many moderately poor households over the
edge.

The price of grain in affected areas in Kenya is 30-80% above average.
The spokeswoman for Ocha, Elizabeth Byrs, said appeals for Somalia and Kenya, each about $525m
(£328m), are barely 50% funded, while a $30m appeal for Djibouti has raised just 30% of the needed funds.

UN: Somalia drought is worst humanitarian crisis
By LUC VAN KEMENADE - Associated Press,MALKHADIR M. MUHUMED - Associated
Press | AP – July 9th, 2011
DADAAB, Kenya (AP) — The head of the U.N. refugee agency said Sunday that drought-ridden Somalia is
the "worst humanitarian disaster" in the world after meeting with refugees who endured unspeakable
hardship to reach the world's largest refugee camp.
The Kenyan camp, Dadaab, is overflowing with tens of thousands of newly arrived refugees forced into the
camp by the parched landscape in the region where Somalia, Ethiopia and Kenya meet. The World Food
Program estimates that 10 million people already need humanitarian aid. The U.N. Children's Fund
estimates that more than 2 million children are malnourished and in need of lifesaving action.
Dr. Dejene Kebede, a health officer for UNHCR, said there were 58 deaths in camps in one week alone in
June.
Most of the deaths take place at the registration office and transition facilities of the refugee camps in the
southeastern Dollo region of Ethiopia, the health officer said.
Up to 2,000 Somali refugees are crossing the border into Ethiopia every day, UNHCR said. Thousands of
families arrive in poor conditions often after walking for days in search of food.
The mortality rates we are witnessing are three times the level of emergency ceilings," he said. "The level of
malnutrition of the children coming in is 50 percent. That is enough to explain why a very high level of
mortality is inevitable," he said.
Guterra said the influx is overwhelming for UNHCR and other international and local aid organizations:
"Nothing can compare to what we have seen this month."
"I believe Somalia represents the worst humanitarian disaster in the world," he said.
The camps are full and lack capacity to provide the Somali people with food and shelter.
This makes effective health treatment almost impossible, said Jerome Souquet, head of Doctors Without
Borders at the Dollo Ado camps.
"We can treat the severely malnourished children, but they will definitely come back to us underfed because
there is not enough food and almost all of them suffer from diarrhea," he told The Associated Press.

Iran tests missiles for hitting Israel, US bases, first space
monkey in July
DEBKAfile Special Report June 28, 2011

First Iranian ballistic silo unveiled
Tuesday, June 28, Day Two of its war games, Iran flexed muscle in the direction of the US and Israel. After
simultaneously test-firing 14 2,000-kilometer-range missiles at a single target, Com. Amir Ali Hajizadeh,
head of the Revolutionary Guards' aerospace division, emphasized: "Iranian missiles can target US bases in
Afghanistan and any part of Israeli territory." debkafile: Iran is working on missiles capable of reaching
West Europe and North America as well as planning to put a monkey in space in July.
debkafile's military
sources report that since launching the Omid, which weighed only 27 kilos, in February 2009, the Iranian
aerospace industry has made major strides if it can put a monkey, requiring a payload of 330 kilos, into
space. This capability means that Iran has reached the capacity to fire a nuclear-armed missile at any point
on the planet.

After the Omid's success two and-a-half years ago, US and Israeli missile and intelligence experts warned
the Obama administration and the Israeli government that Tehran had achieved a dangerous technological
and military breakthrough on the road to a nuclear weapon. Both refrained from addressing the threat then
and even now do not seem too interested.
http://www.debka.com/
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Iran prepares for nuclear work in bunker, sources
say
By REUTERS
07/13/2011 13:00

Machines used to refine uranium may soon be moved to Fordow facility, tucked
deep inside a mountain to protect it against attacks, diplomats say.
VIENNA - Iran is preparing to install centrifuges for higher-grade uranium enrichment in an underground
bunker, diplomatic sources say, a development that is likely to add to Western worries about Tehran's
atomic aims.
Preparatory work is under way at the Fordow facility, tucked deep inside a mountain to protect it against
any attacks, and machines used to refine uranium could soon be moved to the site near the clerical city of
Qom, the sources said. http://in.news.yahoo.com/iran-prepares-nuclear-bunker-sources-102409559.html

Iranian subs to the Red Sea
Iran has enriched uranium for 4 nuclear bombs

US researchers chart Israeli nuclear strike on Iran
Turkey renews ties with Israel for Syria showdown

Iran has secretly tested nuclear-capable missiles – UK
Foreign Secretary

DEBKAfile Special Report June 29, 2011

Secretary William Hague stated Wednesday, June 29: "Iran has also been carrying out covert ballistic
missile tests and rocket launches, including testing missiles capable of delivering a nuclear payload in
contravention of UN resolution 1929."
This was reported first by debkafile last year and repeated in the face of US and Israeli denials. Hague was
the first Western leader to confirm debkafile disclosures up to and including our report Tuesday on Iran's
10-day exercise. Our military sources stressed that Iran's plan to launch a monkey into space – and therefore
a 330-kilo payload - by the Kavoshgar-5 was evidence that it had developed a rocket capable of delivering a
nuclear warhead at any point on the planet.
Hague also pointed out in a statement to parliament that Iran had announced plans to triple its capacity to
produce 20 percent enriched uranium - "enrichment levels far greater than is needed for peaceful nuclear
energy." http://www.debka.com/article/21075/

Iran has secretly stocked enriched uranium for four nuclear bombs
DEBKAfile Special Report June 3, 2011, 8:24 AM (GMT+02:00)

Iran's nuclear clock ticks steadily
The Wisconsin Project on Nuclear Arms Control, American's scientific watchdog on world nuclear weapons
production, estimates that by Dec. 2008, Iran had accumulated enough U-235 to fuel one nuclear bomb; by
2009, enough for a second, by August 2010 material for a third bomb and by April 2011, enough enriched
uranium for a fourth bomb.
These estimates presuppose an Iranian decision to further process low-enriched material to weapons grade a process taking no more than a couple of months.
Iran, says the Wisconsin Project, is consolidating its status as a "virtual" nuclear weapon state – meaning it
can set about building a bomb whenever its rulers so decide.
http://www.debka.com/article/20995/

Opinion: Iran is Building a Secret Missile Installation in
Venezuela
By Reza Kahlili, Published May 17, 2011, Fox News Latino

•

*** CORRECTS DESTRUCTION CAPABILITY TONNAGE TO 3,000 *** This photo released by the Iranian Defense Ministry,
alledgedly shows a Nasr1 (Victory) missile in a factory in Tehran, Iran, Sunday, March 7, 2011. Gen. Ahmad Vahidi announced on
state TV Sunday a new production line of highly accurate, short range cruise missiles capable of evading radar. The missile named
Nasr 1 (Victory) will be capable of destroying targets up to 3,000 tons in size according to Vahidi. Iran frequently makes
announcements about new advances in military technology that cannot be independently verified. (AP Photo/Iranian Defense
Ministry, Vahid Reza Alaei, HO) **

In November of last year, the German daily Die Welt reported that a secret agreement between the Venezuelan
president, Hugo Chávez, and his Iranian counterpart, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, had been signed.
The agreement was said to have been signed and finalized on October 19 by both parties, though no details
were offered. Hugo Chávez, who had traveled to Iran on what was called expansion of relations between the
two countries, acknowledged that the details of the latest accords were not released, and that some agreements
went beyond those put on paper.
The leaders of Iran and Venezuela hailed what they called their strong strategic relationship, saying they are
united in efforts to establish a “New World Order” that will eliminate Western dominance over global affairs.
Now, the German newspaper, however, confirms that the bilateral agreement signed in October was for a
missile installation to be built inside Venezuela. Quoting diplomatic sources, Die Welt reports that, at present,
the area earmarked for the missile base is the Paraguaná Peninsula, located 120 kilometers from the Colombian
border.
A group of engineers from Khatam Al-Anbia, the construction arm of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard, covertly
traveled to this area on the orders of Amir Hajizadeh, the commander of the Revolutionary Guard Air Force.
Based on sources inside Iran, reports indicate that the Revolutionary Guards have established many entities
and facilities in Venezuela as front companies involved in covert operations, such as exploration of uranium.
Venezuela is said to have significant reserves, something that Iran is desperately in need of for the continuation
of their nuclear bomb project. Other activities include housing of the Quds forces, along with Hezbollah cells in
these facilities, so they can expand their activities throughout Latin America and form collaborations with drug
cartels in Mexico and then enter America.
Many of the Iranian so-called commercial facilities in Venezuela are under strict no-fly zone regulations by the
Venezuelan government, and are only accessible by the Iranians in charge of those facilities!
With Iran’s refusal to halt its nuclear program and the progress they’re making with their missile delivery system,
this new military alliance with Venezuela is most alarming for our national security here in America.
Based on my sources, I believe the radicals ruling Iran are emboldened by the confusion of the Obama
administration in confronting Iran’s nuclear program. The Iranian regime feels that America has exhausted all of
its options with its negotiation and sanctions approach and therefore no longer poses a serious threat to Iran’s
nuclear drive.
Reza Kahlili is a pseudonym for an ex-CIA spy who requires anonymity for safety reasons. He is the author of "A
Time to Betray," a book about his double life as a CIA agent in Iran’s Revolutionary Guards, published by
Threshold Editions, Simon & Schuster, April 2010.

Read more: http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/news/2011/05/17/iran-building-secret-missile-installation-venezuela/#ixzz1QgfFZNIE
Read more: http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/news/2011/05/17/iran-building-secret-missile-installation-venezuela/#ixzz1Qgf5SQS6

Saudi official: Riyadh will seek nukes if Iran gets them
By JPOST.COM STAFF

06/30/2011 00:00

"We cannot live in a situation where Iran has nuclear weapons and we don't. It's as simple as that,"
kingdom official tells 'Guardian'.
Saudi Arabia would be forced to seek nuclear weapons if Iran became nuclear-armed, the Guardian quoted
a senior Saudi official as saying on Wednesday.
"We cannot live in a situation where Iran has nuclear weapons and we don't. It's as simple as that," the
official said. "If Iran develops a nuclear weapon, that will be unacceptable to us and we will have to follow
suit," the official said, clarifying an earlier statement from Saudi Prince Turki al-Faisal.
http://www.jpost.com/MiddleEast/Article.aspx?id=227193

S&P Would Cut U.S. to D Rating on Default
John Detrixhe and Wes Goodman, On Thursday June 30, 2011, 6:54 am
Standard & Poor’s would cut the U.S. credit rating to its lowest level and Moody’s Investors Service said it
will probably reduce its ranking if the government fails to increase the debt limit, leading to a default.
S&P would lower its sovereign top-level AAA ranking to D, the last rung on its scale if the U.S. can’t pay
its debt, John Chambers, chairman of the company’s sovereign rating committee, said today. Moody’s said
it would probably assign a position in the Aa range, or within three steps of its highest level.
“If any government doesn’t pay its debt on time, the rating of that government goes to D,” Chambers said
today in an interview with Erik Schatzker on Bloomberg Television’s “Inside Track”.
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/SP-Would-Cut-US-to-D-Rating-bloomberg2577918523.html?x=0&sec=topStories&pos=3&asset=&ccode=

Moody's warns may downgrade U.S. muni debt
ratings
On Wednesday June 29, 2011, 10:39 pm EDT
By Walter Brandimarte
NEW YORK (Reuters) - Moody's on Wednesday warned it may downgrade some Aaa-rated U.S. states and
municipalities if the country loses its top-notch rating or if federal funding falls significantly as part of a
plan to reduce the nation's deficit.

Most states and some municipalities rely on federal funding for operational purposes. The most susceptible
to federal budget cuts would be those with greater economic volatility and that rely more heavily on capital
markets to refinance their debt, Moody's senior analyst Anne Van Praagh told Reuters in an interview.
"To the extent that Treasuries markets are volatile (in the case of a U.S. default and downgrade), then that
could pass through in the form of additional interest costs for states or local governments," she said.
"We have 15 Aaa-rated states and we think that, generally, many of them will be resilient. We're looking
closely at those which are vulnerable and we'll put out some more specific research in the next few weeks
with details," she said.
In its report issued on Wednesday, Moody's also said ratings directly linked to the U.S. government,
including those of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, the Federal Home Loan Banks and Federal Farm Credit
Banks, would move in lock-step with any sovereign rating action
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/Moodys-warns-may-downgrade-US-rb179865864.html?x=0&sec=topStories&pos=4&asset=&ccode=

How the Bubble Destroyed the Middle Class
by Rex Nutting
Friday, July 8, 2011
There are a hundred different ways of looking at the economy, and a million different statistics. But if you
wanted to focus on just one number that explains why the economy can't really recover, this is the one:
$7.38 trillion.
That's the amount of wealth that's been lost from the bursting of housing bubble, according to the Federal
Reserve's comprehensive Flow of Funds report. It's how much homeowners lost when housing prices
plunged 30% nationwide. The loss for these homeowners was much greater than 30%, however, because
they were heavily leveraged.
Leverage is an amazing thing: When prices go up, the borrower gets all the gains. And when prices go
down, the borrower takes all the losses. Some families lost everything when the bubble collapsed, others
lost very little. But, on average, American homeowners lost 55% of the wealth in their home.
Most middle-class families didn't have much wealth to begin with — about $100,000. For the 22 million
families right in the middle of the income distribution (those making between $39,000 and $62,000 before
taxes), about 90% of their assets was in the house. Now half of their wealth is gone and it will never come
back as long as they live.
http://finance.yahoo.com/banking-budgeting/article/113086/bubble-destroyed-middle-classmarketwatch?mod=bb-budgeting

US Eminent Financial Downfall
http://finance.moneyandmarkets.com/reports/SMR/4349/vsp-smr.php?s=MSAV&e=4516103

U.S. recognizes Muslim Brotherhood

By TIM MAK | 6/30/11 6:22 AM EDT
The U.S. has decided to formally resume contact with Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood group - which does not
recognize Israel – in a move that could further alienate some Jewish voters already skeptical of President
Barack Obama, it was reported.
One senior U.S. official said the Brotherhood’s rise in political prominence after the forced departure of
former President Hosni Mubarak earlier this year makes the American contact necessary.

Read more: http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0611/58094.html#ixzz1QpDlCmgB

Congressional Budget Office new report June 2011
2011 – debt is 70% of GDP, 2023 debt will be 109% of GDP, 2035 Debt will be 190% of GDP
The numbers have risen 10% in less than a year and the USA debt crisis is on a collision course

What would happen if the US went broke?
Kathleen Brooks, Director of Research UK, Forex.com, 14:56, Thursday 7 July 2011

Greece may have staved off default for another few months, but as protestors leave the streets of Athens,
global attention has moved to the US and its enormous debt problem.
The US is the richest country in the world, so it follows that its credit limit is the largest. But Uncle Sam has
run up incredibly large bills in recent years and it is now close to the top of its credit limit.
Since these tally up to more than $500 billion, the extension will have to be fairly hefty to ensure the US's
finances are sustainable in the future.
If Congress says no then expect carnage in the financial markets. Already one of the major credit rating
agencies has said it will immediately cut the US's credit rating to default; it is currently rated triple A and
considered the safest security in the world to hold in your portfolio.
With no money the US government would not be able to pay public sector workers, pensions, disability
allowance; schools and hospitals may have to close their doors.
Congress has shut down before because the debt ceiling hasn't been extended, but this time is slightly
different.
Debts have never been this big and credit rating agencies have never threatened to cut the US sovereign debt
rating to a D - worse than Greece. http://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/What-happen-US-went-brokeyahoofinanceuk-3818486231.html?x=0

NIBIRU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9GOE6Ntp8g&feature=related

Nasa says to prepare; NOW !
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lm33qNR2mVA&NR=1

Iran Delivers Threatening Letter to President Obama July 3, 2011
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei reportedly warns the White House of consequences if they “meddle” in
Syria’s affairs.
The Arab-language newspaper Al-Ahram reports that Iranian Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei recently sent
a letter filled with threats to American officials. The letter, which is said to have been delivered by Iraqi
President Jalal Talabani, accuses the U.S. of meddling in Syrian affairs. According to Al-Ahram, Khamenei
has ordered the U.S. to cease and desist pressuring the Syrian regime leadership, cautioning that Iran will
retaliate against American troops stationed in Iraq should Obama refuse to take the warning seriously.
http://pajamasmedia.com/blog/iran-delivers-threatening-letter-to-president-obama/

Palestinians to apply to Security Council next week for UN membership
DEBKAfile Exclusive Report July 7, 2011,

UN Security Council
On Wednesday, July 6, the Palestinian Authority notified the Obama administration that early next week it
would file with the UN Security Council a request for admission to the United Nations as a full member
recognized as an independent state within the 1967 borders. http://www.debka.com/article/21091/

Israel scholars say biblical burial box is genuine
AP – June 28th, 2011
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli scholars say they have confirmed the authenticity of a 2,000-year-old burial
box bearing the name of a relative of the high priest Caiaphas of the New Testament.
The ossuary bears an inscription with the name "Miriam daughter of Yeshua son of Caiaphas, priest of
Maaziah from Beth Imri."
An ossuary is a stone chest used to store bones. Caiaphas was a temple priest and an adversary of Jesus who
played a key role in his crucifixion.
The Israel Antiquities Authority says the ossuary was seized from tomb robbers three years ago and has
since been undergoing analysis. Forgery is common in the world of biblical artifacts.
The IAA says in Wednesday's statement that microscopic tests have confirmed the inscription is "genuine
and ancient."
http://news.yahoo.com/israel-scholars-biblical-burial-box-genuine-122749494.html

